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WHEN LIGAMENT IS DEFORMED,

temporal molecular realignments
induce viscoelastic behaviors. For instance, ligament stiffness
will increase at greater strain rates (3, 37) and ligament stresses
will dissipate during cyclic loading (36). These well-defined
transient behaviors may preserve the structural integrity of
ligament by braking excessive joint loads and inhibiting fatigue
failure (62). Although functionally significant, the microstructural genesis of ligament’s time-dependent behavior is unknown. The identification of molecular interactions that specifically influence tissue-scale viscoelasticity could improve
the innovation and evaluation of ligament treatment modalities
(e.g., tissue engineering, drug therapy).
The origins of ligament viscoelastic behavior are certainly
related to its organization and composition. Ligament can be
described as a hydrated (⬃70% water) fiber-reinforced matrix,
in which collagen fibers provide structural integrity to the
ground substance matrix. Collagen fibers are formed by arrays
of fibrils that in turn are composed of aggregating tropocolla-
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gen monomers. These tropocollagen units are tightly wound
type I collagen helices, which represent 70% of ligament’s
solid-phase weight (2). The remaining constituents include
other collagens (III, V, X, XII, and XIV), extracellular matrix
proteins, and proteoglycans. General theories on the viscoelastic origin in ligament and tendon include inherent viscoelasticity of the collagen fibers (34, 40, 48), interaction of collagen
fibers with the extracellular constituents (51), and fluid movement through the solid phase (27, 60). One specific theory that
has received considerable attention concerns the interaction between collagen fibrils and sulfated glycosaminoglycans (sGAGs)
(9, 11, 40, 44).
sGAGs are negatively charged polysaccharide macromolecules that covalently attach to proteoglycan core proteins. The
sGAGs in ligament include dermatan sulfate, chondroitin sulfate (A and C), and keratin sulfate. Dermatan and chondroitin
sulfate make up the majority of all sGAGs in ligament and are
the exclusive sGAG chains of the interfibrillar proteoglycans
biglycan and decorin. Biglycan attaches to collagen fibrils
through its sGAG chains (38), while decorin, which represents
⬃90% of all ligament proteoglycans (22), attaches to collagen
fibrils through the regular binding of its core protein on
D-period sites (53). The sGAG chains of biglycan and decorin
span fibrils (42, 53) and are preferentially distributed orthogonal to the fibril direction (19). Since sGAGs have been shown
to self-associate (28), interactions between sGAGs on neighboring fibrils have the capacity to influence the fibril sliding
that is attributed with tensile stretch (40). Although interfibrillar sGAGs are unlikely to influence quasi-static ligament mechanics (31), sGAGs may still resist transient tensile loads (9,
49). Furthermore, sGAGs are highly negatively charged and
through collagen fibril interactions create a fixed charge density that influences tissue hydration (26), and potentially viscoelastic behavior (8, 56).
Experimental and theoretical studies have investigated the
viscoelastic mechanical influence of sGAGs during tensile
deformation. Research by Robinson et al. (47) and Elliott et al.
(11) found that, relative to adult wild-type mice, the tensile
behavior of tendon tail fascicles in decorin-deficient mice had
reduced strain rate sensitivity and faster stress relaxation.
These results indicate that sGAGs may be strongly associated
with tensile viscoelastic properties in tendon. Furthermore,
degradation of sGAGs significantly altered tensile viscoelastic
properties in lung parenchymal strips (1) and in bovine cartilage (49). No studies have directly measured the influence of
sGAGs in ligament, but theoretical studies did successfully
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of glycosaminoglycans to viscoelastic tensile behavior of human
ligament. J Appl Physiol 106: 423–431, 2009. First published December 12, 2008; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.90748.2008.—The viscoelastic properties of human ligament potentially guard against structural
failure, yet the microstructural origins of these transient behaviors are
unknown. Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) are widely suspected to affect
ligament viscoelasticity by forming molecular bridges between neighboring collagen fibrils. This study investigated whether GAGs directly
affect viscoelastic material behavior in human medial collateral ligament (MCL) by using nondestructive tensile tests before and after
degradation of GAGs with chondroitinase ABC (ChABC). Control
and ChABC treatment (83% GAG removal) produced similar alterations to ligament viscoelasticity. This finding was consistent at
different levels of collagen fiber stretch and tissue hydration. On
average, stress relaxation increased after incubation by 2.2% (control)
and 2.1% (ChABC), dynamic modulus increased after incubation by
3.6% (control) and 3.8% (ChABC), and phase shift increased after
incubation by 8.5% (control) and 8.4% (ChABC). The changes in
viscoelastic behavior after treatment were significantly more pronounced at lower clamp-to-clamp strain levels. A 10% difference in
the water content of tested specimens had minor influence on ligament
viscoelastic properties. The major finding of this study is that mechanical interactions between collagen fibrils and GAGs are unrelated
to tissue-level viscoelastic mechanics in mature human MCL. These
findings narrow the possible number of extracellular matrix molecules
that have a direct contribution to ligament viscoelasticity.
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predict viscoelastic behavior of tendon by accounting for
sGAG-fibril interactions (9, 40).
Collectively, the previous studies have identified sGAGs as
macromolecules likely connected to viscoelastic tensile properties in ligament. Yet the mechanical alterations observed in
decorin-deficient mice (11, 47) were not specific to sGAGs,
and experimental results in parenchymal lung and cartilage
tissue may not translate to ligament, where sGAGs are more
sparsely distributed (2, 57). Therefore, the aim of this study
was to specifically determine whether interfibrillar sGAGs
influence the viscoelastic material behavior of ligament under
tension. To meet this objective, it was necessary to control for
tissue hydration and collagen fiber stretch, which independently impact ligament mechanics (8, 37, 56).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fig. 1. A: illustration of specimen acquisition. Up to 4
specimen sets were extracted from each medial collateral ligament (MCL), with 3 samples to each set. Each
set included 1 punched sample for viscoelastic tensile
testing (dark gray) and 2 adjacent strips to monitor
tissue hydration (light gray). B: photograph of the
specimen set.
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Summary of experimental design. The medial collateral ligament
(MCL) of the human knee was chosen as a model ligament because of
a distribution of sGAGs comparable to other knee ligaments (2) and
our well-established experimental protocol for mechanical characterization (3, 41). Samples extracted from cadaveric MCLs were subjected to tensile loading along the fiber direction on a material testing
system. This configuration best represents the principal loading orientation in ligament (33). After tensile testing was completed, samples
were removed from the material testing system and incubated in either
a control or chondroitinase ABC (ChABC) treatment. ChABC degrades chondroitin sulfate (types A and C, or chondroitin-4-sulfate
and chondroitin-6-sulfate) and dermatan sulfate without affecting
other proteoglycan macromolecules (17, 63) and has been reported to
remove at least 88% of interfibrillar sGAGs (31). Mechanical testing
was then repeated on each specimen to determine the treatment effect.
To measure whether this treatment effect was influenced by testing
parameters, strain level and buffer solution were varied to make eight
groups, with n ⫽ 5 samples in each group, for a total of 40 samples.
Viscoelastic testing. Eleven unpaired human MCLs were used for this
experiment [donor age ⫽ 54 yr (SD 10)]. Six MCLs were used for
viscoelastic testing at a 4% strain level, and five MCLs were used for
viscoelastic testing at a 6% strain level. Knees were acquired fresh-frozen
and were allowed 16 h to thaw before dissection. Knees with ligament
lacerations, surgical scars, or cartilage wear characteristic of osteoarthritis were eliminated. During dissection, the tissue was kept moist
by application of a physiological 0.9% saline buffer solution through
a nozzle. A hardened steel punch was used to extract four tensile
samples from different locations in each superficial MCL between the
tibial and femoral insertions (Fig. 1A) (41). Two strips of tissue
immediately adjacent to the punched tensile sample were retained to
monitor tissue hydration in an unloaded state (Fig. 1B). The punch
shape included beveled ends for gripping and was oriented so that its
long axis was aligned with visible fiber bundles. Two black optical
markers were adhered with cyanoacrylate to the narrow central third
of the tensile samples. Samples were loaded in the clamping assembly
(31, 32), and width and thickness dimensions were determined by
taking an average of three measurements with digital calipers (Mitu-

toyo, San Jose, CA; accuracy ⫾0.02 mm). Mechanical testing was
performed in a custom-built testing chamber that interfaced with a
heating recirculator (PolyScience, Niles, IL; accuracy ⫾0.2°C) to
maintain a solution temperature of 37°C (18, 36).
The testing protocol consisted of preconditioning followed by a
recovery period and then dynamic loading (Fig. 2). To establish a
consistent reference position for all samples, a 0.1-N preload was
applied (Sensotec, Columbus, OH; max range 29 N, accuracy ⫾0.03
N). At this reference position, clamp-to-clamp specimen length was
determined by averaging three measurements taken with an inside
caliper (Mitutoyo; accuracy ⫾0.02 mm). To precondition the samples,
the tissue was lengthened by 8% at a strain rate of 1%/s and held for
5 min before being returned to its reference position. Next, a triangular displacement profile stretched the tissue by 8% for 10 cycles at
a strain rate of 1%/s. The 8% strain amplitude was selected to exceed
the highest strain level experienced during the testing protocol (55),
while not damaging the tissue (31, 39). Since sGAGs should not
influence quasi-static ligament mechanics (31), peak stresses during
the final pre- and posttreatment preconditioning cycles were compared
to verify that the extended test procedure did not cause unexpected
damage to the tissue (Fig. 2).
After preconditioning, samples were returned to their reference
length and allowed 10 min to recover. Specimens were then ramped
at 1%/s to a prescribed strain level of 4% or 6% clamp-to-clamp strain
and allowed to stress-relax for 10 min (Fig. 2). At a 4% strain level,
the stress-strain response is still in the toe region (31) and the collagen
fibers are not completely uncrimped (4). At a 6% strain, the stressstrain response is in the linear region and the collagen fibers are
collectively straightened (4, 15). Testing these two strain levels
permitted the assessment of sGAGs at different states of collagen and
ground substance contribution. After stress relaxation, sinusoidal
displacement waves were applied for 10 cycles at each frequency (0.1,
1, 5, 10, and 15 Hz) to an amplitude of 0.125% clamp-to-clamp strain
(Fig. 2). The 15-Hz sinusoidal oscillation corresponds to a maximum
strain rate of ⬃12%/s. The tissue strain [roughly 50% of the clampto-clamp strain (31)] was measured with a validated optical tracking
system (29). This system recorded at 30 Hz; therefore the tissue strain
during 0.1-Hz oscillations was used to predict the tissue strain for all
sinusoidal frequencies (3). There was an average drop of 0.6% (SD
0.4) in the equilibrium stress level between the start and completion of
the entire set of oscillations. This small drop verified that 10 min of
stress relaxation was sufficient for equilibrium to be reached.
After completion of the test protocol, each sample was removed
from the material testing system while still mounted in the clamps.
The entire specimen and clamp assembly was bathed for 1 h at room
temperature in the buffer solution (detailed below) with protease
inhibitors (1 tablet of mini-Complete per 10 ml of buffer). This was
followed by 6 h of incubation in the buffer solution with or without
ChABC treatment (1.0 IU/ml, Sigma-Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland).
The specimen was unloaded during the entire incubation phase. After
incubation, the clamp assembly was reattached to the material testing
system and returned to the original testing position. Mechanical tests
were then repeated with parameters identical to the pretreatment
mechanical tests. The spatial reproducibility of the clamping assembly
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Fig. 2. Viscoelastic protocol (clamp-to-clamp strain as a
function of time). After preloading to 0.1 N, specimens
were preconditioned. Peak stress was analyzed from the
10th preconditioning cycle (bold). Specimens were allowed to recover for 10 min before stress relaxation and
sinusoidal displacements (amplitude ⫽ 0.125% strain).
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Here, y and t represent the strain (or stress) and time data, respectively, y0 represents the equilibrium strain (or stress) level, and A
denotes the amplitude of the sine wave;  represents the phase, and b
denotes the inverse of the frequency (1/Hz). The data (y,t) from the
final four cycles were used to fit the four unknown parameters
[average r2 ⫽ 0.998 (SD 0.002)]. Substituting data (y,t) from the final
two cycles did not significantly alter the parameter values (data not
shown). Dynamic modulus M (MPa) and phase shift  (radians) were
calculated for all frequencies:
M⫽

A
;
Aε

 ⫽  ⫺ ε

(2)

A and A⑀ denote amplitudes of the cyclic stress-time and strain-time
data, respectively, while  and ⑀ denote the corresponding phase
angles (12).
Statistical analysis was performed in several parts. First, the effect
of incubation on each of the eight groups’ material properties was
assessed by using paired t-tests with data taken at two time points
(pre- and posttreatment, sample size of 5 for each group). Second, the
overall effects of treatment, buffer solution, and strain level on
mechanical properties were assessed with analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA), by controlling for pretreatment results. This analysis
included data from all 8 groups; therefore the total sample size for
each comparison (e.g., ChABC vs. control) was 40. All pairwise
comparisons were made with Bonferroni adjustments. The effect of
frequency on dynamic modulus and phase shift was evaluated with
repeated-measures ANOVA (within-subject factors: frequency and
time). Finally, biochemistry results were determined by using independent t-tests to measure treatment effect on sGAG content. A priori,
the sample size was selected to detect with 80% confidence (Power ⫽
0.80) a 10% change in mechanical properties due to treatment and a
20% change in mechanical properties due to other independent variables. A posteriori, confidence intervals were used for equivalence
testing (50). Significance was set to P ⱕ 0.05, and all results are
reported with standard deviation unless otherwise noted.
RESULTS

Reduced relaxation data. The reduced relaxation curves
were unaffected by incubation for all combinations of treatments, buffer solutions, and strain levels (Fig. 3, Table 1). The
percent relaxation for all tests was 30.0% (SD 4.9) before
incubation and 30.6% (SD 5.2) after incubation. The percent
relaxation of all samples tested at the lower strain level, 31.8%
(SD 4.2), was significantly greater than that at the higher strain
level, 28.1% (SD 5.0) (P ⫽ 0.01). After incubation, the percent
increase in percent relaxation varied by 0.2% due to treatment
(P ⫽ 0.69), 3.2% due to buffer solution (P ⫽ 0.41, greater
increase with PEG buffer), and 4.1% due to strain level (P ⫽
0.02, greater increase at 4% strain level). At a 95% confidence
level, values for the difference in percent relaxation due to
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and treatment protocol are described to greater detail in our previous
publication (31).
Tissue swelling. To control tissue swelling, two testing solutions
were used throughout the experiment. One solution consisted of a
physiological buffer mixture (15 ml of 20 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM
NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2) and was designated the standard buffer. A second
solution was this buffer plus 7.5% polyethylene glycol (PEG, 10 kDa;
Fluka, Buchs, Switzerland) and was designated the PEG buffer.
Solutions containing PEG and sodium chloride have been used to
control swelling in metabolically inactive tissue (7, 10, 21, 45), and
this concentration has been shown to maintain wet weight in ligament
during prolonged immersion (32). Samples were equilibrated in their
respective buffer solutions for at least 2 h before pretreatment mechanical tests. All mechanical tests and incubations were performed in
their respective buffer solutions.
Multiple techniques were employed to quantify tissue swelling
during the course of the experiment. Adjacent to each tensile sample,
two strips were harvested to monitor tissue hydration (Fig. 1B). One
strip was weighed and immediately frozen to serve as the time 0
control for water content. The second strip shadowed the testing
protocol of the mechanically tested specimen in an unloaded state. For
example, this sample was immersed in solution from the testing
chamber during mechanical tests and was included in the same
incubation compartment as the mechanically tested sample. It was
therefore possible to assess whether the wet weight of the tissue had
been altered during mechanical testing and incubation. After the
posttreatment mechanical tests, tensile samples were excised from the
clamps. Tensile samples and their adjacent strips were then weighed,
rinsed, frozen, and lyophilized. Water content was calculated from the
ratio of dry weight to final wet weight (APX-60, Denver Instruments,
Denver; readability ⫾0.1 mg).
Verification of sGAG removal. The efficacy of the ChABC treatment was determined by using dimethylmethylene blue assays to
measure the concentration of sGAGs in papain-digested samples
before and after retreatment with ChABC (1, 31). The percentage of
degraded sGAGs in ChABC-incubated samples was estimated by
subtracting the amount of sGAGs (g sGAG/mg dry wt) in the
papain-digested sample from the sGAGs in the same sample after
additional ChABC treatment. This value, which represents the amount
of sGAGs undigested during incubation, was normalized to the native
sGAG concentration. Native sGAG estimates were calculated by
averaging the amount of sGAGs in all the time 0 control specimens.
Since ChABC does not degrade keratin or heparin sulfate, this native
sGAG estimate was first reduced by the amount of sGAGs in the time
0 control after ChABC treatment. An approximation of the efficacy of
ChABC could thus be attained, along with the percentage of sGAGs
that could not be degraded by ChABC.
Data reduction and statistical analysis. To generate stress-strain
curves, the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress was determined with tissue
strain data from the optical tracking system [(l ⫺ lo)/lo, where l is the
current length and lo is the reference length] (29). The stress-time
curves from the stress relaxation tests were normalized by the peak
stress to obtain reduced relaxation curves (13). The cyclic strain-time
and stress-time data from the final four cycles of each frequency were
fit to a four-parameter sine function in Matlab:
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Fig. 3. Reduced relaxation curves for control-treated
specimens in either standard buffer (top left) or polyethylene glycol (PEG) buffer (top right) and chondroitinase ABC (ChABC)-treated specimens in either
standard buffer (bottom left) or PEG buffer (bottom
right). Keys indicate applied clamp-to-clamp strain for
pre- and posttreatment results. Values are means ⫾ SE.

level (P ⫽ 0.20, greater increase at 6% strain level). At a 95%
confidence level, values for the difference in dynamic modulus
due to treatment ranged between ⫺17 and ⫹20 MPa. Therefore, there is 95% confidence that ChABC had a ⬍4.3% effect
on dynamic modulus.
Phase shift. The average phase shift (averaged over all
frequencies) was significantly increased after incubation in
four of the eight test groups by 9.5% (SD 6.7) (Fig. 5, Table 1).
The average phase shift for all specimens at 0.1 Hz was 0.062
rad (SD 0.027) before incubation and 0.069 rad (SD 0.025)
after incubation, while at 15 Hz it was 0.155 rad (SD 0.025)
before incubation and 0.169 rad (SD 0.034) after incubation.
The average phase shift at the 4% strain level, 0.114 rad (SD
0.019), was significantly greater than that at the 6% strain
level, 0.095 rad (SD 0.008) (P ⬍ 0.001). Oscillation frequency
significantly affected phase shift for all groups. After incubation, the percent increase in phase shift varied by 0.1% due to
treatment (P ⫽ 0.98), 5.2% due to buffer solution (P ⫽ 0.32,

Table 1. Mechanical properties before and after treatment
4% Strain Level

6% Strain Level

Standard buffer

Control treated
Avg. peak stress, MPa
Avg. stress relax, %
Avg. dynamic modulus, MPa
Avg. phase shift, rad
ChABC treated
Avg. peak stress, MPa
Avg. stress relax, %
Avg. dynamic modulus, MPa
Avg. phase shift, rad

PEG buffer

Standard buffer

PEG buffer

Pretreat

Posttreat

SE

Pretreat

Posttreat

SE

Pretreat

Posttreat

SE

Pretreat

Posttreat

SE

5.3
36.1
176
0.104

5.4
36.6
181
0.118

0.1
0.9
5
0.004

5.5
29.4
264
0.124

5.8
31.1
280
0.133

0.1
1.0
9
0.004

6.8
28.1
485
0.089

6.7
28.4
501
0.098

0.1
0.3
2
0.002

9.6
31.0
758
0.101

9.9
31.2
786
0.104

0.2
0.6
12
0.002

8.3
31.6
374
0.106

8.4
32.4
361
0.120

0.1
0.8
25
0.006

7.0
30.0
361
0.116

7.0
32.4
369
0.126

0.1
1.8
10
0.002

7.9
28.0
671
0.091

7.8
27.7
726
0.098

0.1
0.4
23
0.003

11.6
25.4
627
0.099

11.9
25.1
655
0.104

0.1
0.3
7
0.001

n ⫽ 5 samples each for 8 test groups. PEG, polyethylene glycol; ChABC, chondroitinase ABC; SE, standard error of the mean for paired differences. SE values
in bold represent statistically significant differences between related pre- and posttreatment mechanical properties (P ⬍ 0.05).
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treatment ranged between ⫺1.1% and ⫹1.6%. Therefore, there
is 95% confidence that ChABC had a ⬍5.4% effect on reduced
relaxation.
Dynamic modulus. The average dynamic modulus (averaged
over all frequencies) was significantly increased by incubation
in two of the eight test groups by 4.4% (SD 3.0) (Fig. 4, Table
1). The average dynamic modulus for all specimens at 0.1 Hz
was 424 MPa (SD 304) before incubation and 434 MPa (SD
318) after incubation, while at 15 Hz it was 501 MPa (SD 350)
before incubation and 522 MPa (SD 373) after incubation. The
samples tested at the higher strain level had a dynamic modulus
226% greater than the lower strain level (P ⬍ 0.001). Oscillation frequency only had a significant effect on dynamic
modulus for the two test groups control treated in standard
buffer, which corresponds to the groups with the lowest standard deviations. After incubation, the percent increase in the
dynamic modulus varied by 0.3% due to treatment (P ⫽ 0.86),
0.1% due to buffer solution (P ⫽ 0.96), and 4.2% due to strain
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Fig. 4. Dynamic modulus as a function of oscillatory
frequency for control-treated specimens in either standard buffer (top left) or PEG buffer (top right) and
ChABC-treated specimens in either standard buffer
(bottom left) or PEG buffer (bottom right). Keys indicate applied clamp-to-clamp strain for pre- and posttreatment results. Values are means ⫾ SE.

0.001). There was no effect of treatment on the overall normalized wet weight (P ⫽ 0.68). During the incubation period,
the average wet weight in the unloaded samples decreased by
1.3% (SD 5.6) (P ⫽ 0.48) in the standard buffer and increased
by 3.9% (SD 7.2) (P ⫽ 0.08) in the PEG buffer. The greatest
change during the incubation period was a 3.7% (SD 6.4)
decrease in wet weight in samples treated with ChABC in
standard buffer (P ⫽ 0.15).
The water content of native samples was consistent between
treatment and buffer solution groups, with an average range
from 71.6% to 73.1% (Fig. 7). All tested samples had water

Fig. 5. Phase shift as a function of oscillatory frequency for control-treated specimens in either standard buffer (top left) or PEG buffer (top right) and
ChABC-treated specimens in either standard buffer
(bottom left) or PEG buffer (bottom right). Keys
indicate applied clamp-to-clamp strain for pre- and
posttreatment results. Values are means ⫾ SE.
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greater increase in standard buffer), and 5.3% due to strain
level (P ⫽ 0.02, greater increase at 4% strain level). At a 95%
confidence level, values for the difference in phase shift due to
treatment ranged between ⫺0.005 and ⫹0.005 rad. Therefore,
there is 95% confidence that ChABC had a ⬍4.5% effect on
phase shift.
Tissue swelling. The average wet weight of unloaded samples
increased by 16% (SD 10) when tested in standard buffer and
decreased by 11% (SD 5) when tested in PEG buffer (Fig. 6).
Unloaded samples tested in standard buffer had a significantly
greater wet weight than those tested in PEG buffer (P ⬍
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with the standard buffer (P ⫽ 0.03). The native samples had
on average 20% more sGAGs than the unloaded samples
that endured the entire testing protocol (P ⫽ 0.23).
DISCUSSION

Fig. 6. Time history of the unloaded samples’ wet weight through the course
of the experiment. Wet weight was normalized to the initial weight of the
unloaded sample immediately after dissection. All samples equilibrated in
buffer solution for at least 2 h before pretreatment test. The 4% and 6% strain
level groups were combined.

J Appl Physiol • VOL

Fig. 7. Water content of the time 0 reference samples (native), the incubated
samples that were not mechanically tested (unloaded), and the incubated
samples that were mechanically tested (loaded). The 4% and 6% strain levels
were combined. *Significant difference (P ⬍ 0.05) from the average native
water content (horizontal line).
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content significantly different from that of the native samples,
with the exception of the mechanically loaded samples tested
in standard buffer (average water content ⫽ 72.3, P ⫽ 0.24).
Compared with the native samples, unloaded samples incubated in the PEG buffer had a significantly decreased water
content and unloaded samples incubated in standard buffer had
a significantly increased water content (P ⬍ 0.001 and P ⬍
0.001, respectively). The mechanically loaded samples had
2.5% less water content than the unloaded samples (P ⫽
0.002). Although treatment type and strain level had no significant effect on water content after incubation (P ⫽ 0.29 and
P ⫽ 0.52, respectively), ChABC-treated samples had 2.2% less
water content than control-treated samples when tested in
standard buffer.
Experimental reproducibility and efficacy. Reproducibility
of the pretreatment mechanical tests was confirmed by optically measuring posttreatment clamp positions to be within
0.04 mm (SD 0.02) of the pretreatment clamp positions. For all
treatments, buffer solutions, and strain level combinations,
incubation affected the average peak stress by ⬍5% (Table 1).
One group did experience a significant increase in peak stress
after incubation (Table 1), but by only 2.7% (SD 1.7) (P ⫽
0.03). A qualitative comparison verified that the 4% and 6%
clamp-to-clamp strains were indeed in the toe and linear
stress-strain regions, respectively (data not shown).
The ability of ChABC digestion of sGAGs was dependent
on the buffer solution. ChABC treatment of the time 0
reference samples removed 90% (SD 6) of sGAGs. The time
0 reference samples in the standard and PEG buffer groups
had 4.2 (SD 1.9) and 4.4 (SD 2.2) g sGAG/mg dry tissue,
respectively. Samples that were mechanically tested in the
standard buffer and treated with ChABC had an average of
0.7 g sGAG/mg dry tissue at the end of testing, an 83%
reduction in sGAG content (92.6% treatment efficacy).
Samples that were mechanically tested in the PEG buffer
and treated with ChABC had an average of 1.6 g
sGAG/mg dry tissue at the end of testing, a 64% reduction
in sGAG content (70.0% treatment efficacy). The sGAG
reduction in mechanically tested samples treated with
ChABC was significantly less in the PEG buffer compared

The aim of this research was to determine the specific
influence of interfibrillar sGAGs on ligament viscoelasticity.
Viscoelastic properties were measured before and after incubation in either control or ChABC treatment. Although the
incubation process moderately increased dynamic modulus and
phase shift, these moderate increases were independent of
treatment (control or ChABC). At a 95% confidence level,
ChABC had a ⬍5.4% effect on any measured viscoelastic
property. Therefore, this study found no biologically significant relationship between fibril-sGAG mechanical interactions
and tissue-level viscoelasticity in human MCL.
The primary function of ligament is to resist tensile loads.
It is becoming clear that interfibrillar sGAGs do not directly
support the quasi-static (31) and viscoelastic mechanisms
required to support this function. In cartilage, however,
sGAGs were found to moderately control the kinetics of the
viscoelastic response through sGAG-collagen interactions
(25, 4964). Therefore, sGAGs appear to have different
functional roles in ligament and cartilage. This may be due
to the low concentrations of sGAGs in ligament (⬍1% dry
wt) relative to cartilage (15–30% dry wt) and the differences
in anisotropy and collagen organization. Our findings also
diverge from a study reporting that sGAG removal increases
hysteresis in parenchymal lung tissue (1). Compositional
and structural differences between ligament and lung tissue
may again account for the conflicting results. Additionally,
the parenchymal lung study was unable to reproduce material properties in the control group with a repeated-measures
experimental design, which complicates the interpretation of
their findings. It is emphasized that the results of the present
study are only applicable to tensile loads. It is possible that
sGAGs physically resist compression in mature human ligament, since sulfated GAG-fibril networks are known to
retard fluid exudation (16) and the location of high sGAG
concentrations in ligament coincides with regions that experience high compressive stresses (24).
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and dermatan sulfates, while in PEG buffer ChABC-treated
samples had a 70% reduction in chondroitin and dermatan
sulfates. These degradation values are higher than or similar to
those reported in other studies that used ChABC in connective
tissue (1, 14, 23). Our previous study (31) used transmission
electron microscopy imaging with Cupromeronic Blue staining
to determine that ChB reduced interfibrillar sGAGs by 88%.
Therefore, we are confident that the majority of interfibrillar
sGAGs were degraded. The PEG buffer significantly lessened
the effectiveness of ChABC, which is likely due to the increased viscosity of the buffer solution and the inverse relationship between viscosity and diffusion (Stokes-Einstein relation). ChABC will also degrade hyaluronic acid (63), a large
unsulfated GAG that is noncovalently associated with aggrecan
and is chemically similar to chondroitin sulfate. Therefore, this
macromolecule does not appear to influence visoelasticity in
human MCL. On the basis of the effectiveness of ChABC in
degrading hyaluronic acid (degrades ⬎95% in ligament samples) (58), this macromolecule does not appear to influence
viscoelasticity in human MCL. Biochemical assays showed
that chondroitin and dermatan sulfate represent 90% of total
sGAGs in the MCL samples. The remaining 10% of sGAGs
likely includes keratin sulfate and heparin sulfate. These
sGAGs may contribute to ligament viscoelasticity, but this is
unlikely given their low concentrations and distribution near
fibroblasts (5).
Tissue hydration was controlled by immersing samples
throughout the entire testing protocol in one of two types of
buffer solution. One buffer included 7.5% PEG to create a
hypertonic solution that reduced tissue swelling (10, 45). The
philosophy behind testing in different buffer solutions was to
ensure that our findings were neither dependent on a particular
hydration state nor masked by swelling. Preconditioning the
samples in each buffer solution helped minimize fluctuations in
tissue hydration during testing. Previous research indicated that
concentrations of 0.9% saline and 7.5% PEG successfully
maintained initial wet weight in ligament, with a 5% decrease
in water content (32). In the present study, these same concentrations caused more pronounced tissue dehydration, perhaps
due to the addition of calcium chloride (45). Under mechanical
loading, this study found standard buffer to best maintain the
native water content of ligament.
The negligible effect of hydration on mechanical properties
has implications for modeling ligament behavior with biphasic
theory. Fluid flow can contribute to viscoelasticity through
solid-fluid interactions that result in frictional drag (6). These
biphasic interactions are dependent on permeability, which is a
function of sGAG concentration and water content (54). Since
sGAG extraction and water content fluctuations had no effect
on viscoelastic characteristics, fluid flow appears not to contribute to viscoelastic effects in organized structures such as
ligament that have low concentrations of sGAGs. Other studies
have reached similar conclusions (1, 20). The present study,
however, is limited in supporting this statement, for two
reasons. First, sulfate groups may have remained in the tissue
after being cleaved and continued to influence fluid permeability. Second, fluid flow mechanisms in ligament may be insensitive to 10% fluctuations in gross water content. Future studies
that specifically examine fluid flow mechanisms in ligament
through experimental or theoretical approaches could better
address this postulation.
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Even though sGAGs do not appear to directly resist tensile
loads, they likely have an indirect effect by modulating collagen fibrillogenesis (52, 59). Mouse knockout studies identified
decorin as a proteoglycan that influences elastic and viscoelastic tensile behavior in tendon (11, 47). On the basis of the
results of the present study, it appears that these mechanical
alterations were due to compensatory or developmental abnormalities intrinsic to decorin-deficient mice. For instance, histological studies have shown decorin deficiency to cause irregularly sized and spaced fibrils, which is likely caused by the
absence of interfibrillar sGAGs that normally inhibit lateral
fibril fusion (43). Although tendon and ligament have unique
histological and biochemical characteristics, they also exhibit
gross compositional similarities, and ligaments have higher
GAG concentrations than tendons (2). Therefore, it is appropriate to extend the results of the present study to tendon.
The mechanical property most impacted by incubation was
phase shift. Phase shift, which quantifies energy dissipation,
increased by 8.4% in control-treated samples and 8.5% in
ChABC samples. Although this increase was only significant
in half the tested groups (Table 1), it was observed in 35 of the
40 tested samples. A similar time-dependent effect occurs in
articular cartilage. Cartilage tested after control-treated incubation exhibited greater creep (49) and phase shift (64) than
cartilage tested immediately on dissection. This effect may tie
into the observed relationship between strain level and viscoelastic alterations after incubation. For example, samples
tested at the 4% strain level were more apt to dissipate energy
after incubation than samples tested at the 6% strain level. This
would indicate a time-dependent degradation of structures or
networks that provide elastic function at low strain rates, such
as elastin (35). Interestingly, during our preliminary studies
using the same test procedure (Fig. 2), we observed that phase
shift increased by only 1.4 ⫾ 3.3% after incubation (n ⫽ 4).
The only deviation in the preliminary protocol was that tests
were conducted on specimens that had been thawed and refrozen multiple times. Therefore, this in vitro loss in energy
storage appears to equilibrate with time.
The experimental protocol needed to be sensitive to small
alterations in material properties. A repeated-measures design
was thus incorporated to reduce the inter- and intraspecimen
variability that has been observed mechanically and chemically
in ligament (31). To test the reproducibility of the protocol, a
quantitative comparison of peak stress values was made to
confirm that pretreatment mechanical tests did not damage the
sample and cause a reduction in posttreatment mechanical
behaviors. Pretreatment and posttreatment peak stress values
were indeed verified to be within 5% for all test groups.
Several protocol revisions were required to achieve this consistency. The material property values of this study are consistent with previous research that defined the viscoelastic
properties of human MCL (3). Variations in phase shift between these studies may be due to different testing environments [fluid chamber vs. humidity chamber (3)]. Since specimens were extracted from four distinct regions in the MCL, the
material properties and conclusions of this study are representative of the longitudinal (proximal and distal) and oblique
fiber zones of the superficial MCL.
Incubation in ChABC successfully removed the interfibrillar
sGAGs chondroitin and dermatan sulfate. In standard buffer,
ChABC-treated samples had a 92% reduction of chondroitin
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A principal limitation of this research is that biochemical
composition within the ligaments may have been altered postmortem. This concern is justified by research that found freezing rabbit ligament caused significant changes in hysteresis
during tensile tests (36, 61), yet the measured change was small
and its relevance has been questioned (36). It is unlikely that
the in vivo conditions of the MCL were perfectly replicated in
this experiment, although every effort was made to provide a
physiological testing environment (e.g., temperature, hydration, protease inhibitors). Finally, the prolonged effect of
sGAG deprivation was not investigated in this study. Removal
of sGAGs may eventually cause fibril abrasion and microstructural damage.
In conclusion, this study demonstrated that mechanical interactions between sGAGs and collagen fibrils are unrelated to
tissue-level viscoelastic behavior in mature ligament. Although
the origins of viscoelasticity in human ligament remain unresolved, our findings have helped narrow the possible contributions from extracellular matrix molecules. Future studies need
to assess the inherent viscoelasticity of collagen by determining the influence of inter- and intramolecular collagen bonds,
fluid flow, and fibril-associating collagens (i.e., type XII) on
transient ligament behavior. The findings of this study progress
the structure-function knowledge of ligament and are applicable to research seeking to engineer and evaluate replacement
tissues.
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